What’s worth learning?

A Curriculum Confrontation Event
15th of August 2015 from 10.00 to 16.00
European School, Helsinki, Bulevardi 18, 00120 Helsinki

Different learning models coming together to deliberately disrupt each other’s thinking. The potential outcome? An optimal curriculum to educate children for a changing world.

PROGRAMME

9:30  Morning coffee
10:00 Welcome
Kristiina Siimes & Kari Kivinen
10:15  What’s worth learning? Warming -up session
Kevin Bartlett & Gordon Eldridge
10:30  Common Ground Curriculum approach
Kevin Bartlett & Gordon Eldridge
11:15  Early Education Curriculum, European Schools
Tuulamarja Huisman
11:45  Thoughts about European School system Curriculum rethinking process
Kari Kivinen
12:15  Lunch (there are tens of restaurants around the School)
13:00  Finnish curriculum reform 2016 - building the future
Irmeli Halinen
13:45  Phenomenal Helsinki - the joy of learning and doing together
Marjo Kyllönen
14:15  Short introduction to the Swedish curriculum discussion
Kenny Andresson
14:25  Why we have to take more seriously the 8 Key Competences ?
Sandra Leaton Gray
15:00  Open discussion moderated by Sandra Leaton Gray
15:45  What’s really worth learning ? Conclusions!
Kevin Bartlett & Sandra Leaton Gray & Kari Kivinen

The event will be as interactive as possible leaving space for questions, discussion and debate!